
The universe is not made of atoms 

it’s made of stories.
Muriel Rukeyser



Our School
• Large inner city school based in Bradford.

• 3 Form Entry

• High levels of NTE and EAL pupils

• High levels of pupils with SEND 

• High level of FSM pupils



Change Team
• Teachers identified from Nursery – Y6

• Staff with a range of experience

• Shared planning and preparation time



Explore - Staff
Development Points:

• Expand staff knowledge of text genres, authors, poets and 
illustrators.

• Develop regular opportunities for informal book talk in the 
classroom and throughout school.

Strengths were:

• Quality of texts and the new book spine.

• The amount of time scheduled for reading on the timetable.

• Story times

• Staff enthusiasm for improving reading in school.



Explore – All Pupils
Areas of Development

• Develop pupils opinions on books and informal book talk

• Ensure that KS2 children have books that tempt and engage to address the 

Discrepancy with KS1.

• Introduce strategies that provide further opportunities for pupil voice such as 

daily book votes, displays around school, staff badges ‘What am I reading?’

Strengths

• Pupils enjoy story time and being read to by adults and this is happening in 
school with some variation between classes.

• The first term of our new book spine is going well and children are enjoying 
the new books from a wider range of more contemporary authors.
)



Explore –Focus Children
We selected a group of Focus children which consisted of 3 pupils per year group.

We wanted to gather information on the varying experience for different groups of 

children.

Focus children came from a range of groups including:

• Bottom 20%

• New to English

• Pupil Premium

• Confident Readers



Quotes from Focus Children’s initial Surveys



Aim 1: Develop staff subject 

knowledge of children’s 

literature

Aim 2:Develop informal book 

talk 

Prepare



Deliver



Deliver



Review – Impact on Staff

“ I openly admit that at the start of this year 

books were not my thing- I had other things I 

taught that I much preferred but now, never 

mind the children, I’m all about the books! I 

love doing story-time, talking to the children 

about books and I love the whole buzz around 

reading in school.”



Review – Impact on Children
“It was so heartening to see the impact that RfP is having in school- on the children of 

Margaret McMillan Primary who are clearly enjoying sharing books with each other and 

their teachers . You can see it as soon as you walk into the classroom.’



Review
“I love reading. We’ve got all the books by Piers 

Torday. Have you read the Last Wild? You 
should Miss.”



Sustain
‘Readers of literature who share their pleasure in the classroom will 

not only be building the habits of a lifetime, but will be fostering 

children’s personal growth, provoking and challenging them to 

consider the complexity of the human condition’ Byatt 1998. 

• Never- ending journey

• Keeping reading at the forefront of the agenda

• Everyone needs to be on board

• Reading for Pleasure can change pupils attitudes not just to reading

• What the teachers value the pupils will value



Sustain – Next Steps
Challenge moving forward is to keep enthusiasm and engagement levels in Reading for Pleasure high.

• Maintain the work on teacher subject knowledge from year 1

• Continue to develop informal book talk

• Develop parent reading sessions in EYFS and KS1 to model reading aloud and share ideas for 
reading at home. 

• Develop a termly report to Governors 

• Consider how RfP is support is given to new staff and part of the induction process

• Look at ongoing funding implications to ensure children maintain access to a range of rich texts

• Develop the role of a pupil peer mentor – reading aloud to peers and pupils outside of KS. Reading 
opportunities using pupil peer mentors during break and dinner times.

• Supply of books for break times – develop the tree area as a shared reading space

• Recite a poem a month – EYFS a nursery rhyme- KS1 poem, KS2 poem


